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Abstract: Deep learning has made substantial strides in many applications. New training
techniques, larger datasets, increased computing power, and easy-to-use machine learning
frameworks all contribute to this success. An important missing piece is that deep learning
frameworks do not assist users with provisioning cloud resources; most users need to try different
job configurations to determine the resulting training performance. When resources are shared
among hundreds of jobs, this approach quickly becomes infeasible. At a larger scale, when
multiple datacenters need to manage deep learning (and other) workloads, different degrees of
affinity for their resources create incentives to collaborate, e.g., as in cloud federations. In this
talk, I will focus on our approach to predicting performance metrics and scheduling algorithms
that use these metrics to guide resource allocation. Our goal is to broaden the population of users
capable of developing deep learning models and applying them to novel applications. I will also
discuss resource sharing for such workloads, mainly in the context of hybrid cloud federations,
and conclude with some future directions.
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